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on the cover
Mike Ellis celebrates as his team of Siberians pull up over the
top of Eagle Summit in the 2015 Yukon Quest. Photo
by Julien Schroder
This issue's cover represents 1/200th of a second
of the 981,420 seconds Ellis spent traveling from
Whitehorse, YT to Fairbanks, AK. For anyone doing the
math, that's a lot of potential shutter-clicks. Thanks to
the dogged dedication of the photographers that cover
these races, and the wonders of technology, we are
able to view these moments, sometimes minutes after
they happen, from the comfort of home.
The beauty of modern media is that the sport of
mushing is being shared with a broader audience
than ever before. Fans from all over the world can
keep an eye on the action in near real-time. The
downside is that information is so abundant it
can be fleeting. Here at Mushing, we believe some
things are worth a longer look, so we're happy to
provide a collection of our favorite images from this year's Yukon
Quest on pages 14-17. Sit back, relax, and enjoy.
Oh, and for the story behind that fist pump– check out page 31.

looking forward
In February, the world of mushing
lost a legend, with the passing of
George Attla. Look for our tribute
to George and his legacy in the next
issue of Mushing Magazine. Photo

by Maxine Vehlow-Denton

Renew or Subscribe Online

www.mushing.com
Don’t miss an issue!
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checkpoint
A message from our former owner:
“Things do not change; we change.”
-Henry David Thoreau
After 10 years of publishing this magazine, I’ve come to a fork in the road. A “Gee or
Haw” situation, if you will. I’m passing the torch to a good friend, Jake Witkop, who
has purchased the publication from me.
Jake at this point in his career, is about where I was at when I started publishing about
the sport. Enthusiastic, a student of the sport’s history, an active competitor, and most
of all passionate about promoting and supporting sled dogs worldwide. I feel confident
he can carry on the quality of the magazine, and even improve it in some places.
I’ve had the time of my life interacting with all the Mushing subscribers over the years,
and met and talked with some of the most interesting people I’ve known.
Thank you all for your support, and I’ll see you down the trail.
Sincerely,

Greg Sellentin

And from our new owner:
Rose Hewitt, our graphic designer, and I have spent the last three issues producing
the editorial content for the magazine under Greg’s direction. In this time, we have
used Greg’s experience to learn the ropes and grasp what has made Mushing a great
publication for mushers and enthusiasts around the world.
With the addition of my brother Robbie, Rose and I will fuse our time under Greg,
and our own ideas and enthusiasm for the sport, to provide a fresh, yet continuous
perspective as we move forward as the new Mushing Magazine team.
While we have set many goals and we are excited to move forward, our first focus
(which will be seen over the next three issues) is to continue getting the magazine
back on schedule, and load it with more dogs, dog talk, exclusive interviews, and
information from every aspect of the sport.
If you have any questions or want to say hello, send us an email, because we would love
to hear your feedback- jake@mushing.com.
Looking forward to the adventure,

Jake Witkop
mushing magazine
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STAGE STOP:

a steep learning curve
story by Monica Magnusson | photos by John Nunnes

This marked our 10th year coming to Stage
Stop, which officially makes us old timers,
and in the spirit of an old timer I’d like to
reminisce a bit...
4
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O

nce upon a time, in the year 2006, we came and ran our first
International Pedigree Stage Stop Sled Dog Race (IPSSSDR).
We were as green as they come; a bright, fluorescent green
much like Ryan Redington’s attire; which is seriously green! We had
only been mushing for 2 years, so we were still doing a lot of newbie
stuff. We were fortunate that our mentors had guided us beyond some
dangerously dumb stuff, but we still had a full arsenal of stupidity
to unleash. Our decision to come to IPSSSDR was, by far, the most
overwhelming and life changing sled dog experience we had ever had
or probably will ever have.

Our trip to the west started with a white knuckle drive on bad roads
making me question why we were doing this; not much has changed
since. It was the furthest we had ever traveled with the dogs and for
two newbies 1,800 miles into the mountains with 17 dogs was very
stressful. However, the drive was only the beginning of the stress
as our first training runs were something that will permanently be
imprinted in my brain. I recall pulling into the trailhead and seeing a
bunch of other mushers there and I was immediately intimidated. For
the first time in my life I witnessed a musher free dropping dogs and
my jaw was getting snow rash from dragging on

Continued next page
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Stage Stop cont'd from page 5
the ground as I stared in awe. There was Sam
Perrino, working calmly amidst all his dogs
preparing for the run. He would call them
one by one to the line and effortlessly hook
them up and then he took off without a hitch.

check and seeing all of these mushers we had
only ever read about: Doug Swingley, Charlie
Boulding, Jacques Phillip, Sam Perrino,
Grant Beck and Ken Anderson. My poor chin.
I remember looking at Bruce and whispering,
“What in the hell are we doing here?” He
looked at me blankly.

I remember looking at Bruce and
whispering, "What the hell are we
doing here?"

I thought, “That dude is a dog god!”
Then if that wasn’t enough, in pulled
Melanie Shirilla and Katie Davis. I watched
these two smaller women strong arm two
dogs at a time, one in each hand, out of the
trailer and then they each hooked up two 16
dog teams and took off without a hitch. These
chicks were badass and by now, my chin was
bleeding.
Thankfully, these teams pulled out before
we dropped our snarling, loud and crazy
bunch of misfits from the truck. I was barely
managing to unload one at a time let alone
two at a time and we were only hooking up an
8 dog and a 9 dog team because that was all
we brought. The dogs were literally rocking
the truck because they were banging so hard
to go and it felt like we were just on the edge
of pure chaos.
To sum up a very long story, this turned out
to be the training run from hell. It resulted
in some barrel rolls down a steep mountain
trail, losing the team, bagging a dog resulting
in more flipping and dragging, and some
broken bones. When we arrived back at the
truck, we very quietly unhooked the dogs
and pretended as if everything was totally
fine; didn’t want to give the impression that
we almost died on a training run. When we
finally had a moment to ourselves, I looked at
Bruce and said, “Holy crap, my legs are still
shaking and look at my hands!” I held out my
hands; which, were quivering like a bowl of
jello. He laughed and said, “That’s nothing,
I broke my ribs!” Yep, the wipe-out broke a
few ribs and Bruce was about to start his first
IPSSSDR the very next day.
As if the training wasn’t intimidating
enough, I’ll never forget pulling into the vet
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Doug Swingley passed Bruce he said, “I hope
you packed a lunch!” Then when Charlie came
by he yelled, “the Iditarod is not this damn
tough!” Needless to say, they took the finish
line down before my husband came in. I was
in a mere panic waiting for him wondering
what in the hell I was going to do if everyone
left and he never showed up.
All the things Stage Stop can hit you with,
plus some, we experienced our first year. We
went with the intent of just finishing and
managed to place 15th out of 22 teams. As
an added bonus, Bruce won the sportsman’s
award for having a great, positive attitude
throughout the race (despite our follies). They
must not have seen us screaming at each
other in the dog truck when times got tough!
So to say, “We’ve come a long way baby!”
is quite literally the truth. For the past ten
years, Stage Stop has been our mushing
college. We’ve failed to make the honor roll,
but we’re showing progress!
At this year’s race we got the opportunity to
see positive results after 10 years of banging
our heads against the wall. Here are few
things we’ve learned along the way.

In 2006, the first stage after Jackson Hole
was Lander. After we somehow managed to
get a 12 dog team to the line alone without
assistance, a first for us, we then managed
to lose the team in the chute. Our first stage
and I’m dragging from the gang line eating
snow in front of everyone; perfect! I wanted
to crawl in a hole and die. At the second stage
our leader’s tug line
broke and she took
off down the trail
without the team; I
wanted to pack up
and leave.
1.
Go with as many leaders as you can. It’s guaranteed that
Every
stage
the dogs that wind up injured will be the majority of your
was
unbelievably
leaders.
stressful. Back then
2. Don’t bring question marks. By far, this was one of the
hardest things to learn. “When in doubt; leave em out!”
they
didn’t
give
3.
You want as many everyday dogs that you can pull
you a booklet with
together. These are dogs that will give you multiple stages
directions to the race
in a row. After our first year, we realized we didn’t have
sites or banquets; you
many and had to re-build the entire kennel. No biggie!
were forced to figure
4. Great eaters and drinkers is guaranteed sanity. If you
this out on your own.
have to lean into the dog bowl and make slurping noises to
I recall getting up at
entice Fido, you will be an unhappy camper by day 3.
5AM in Kemmerer so
5. Great feet are a bonus because if you can avoid the daily
we could sit at the gas
“booty or not booty” discussion you’re removing a big
station in the middle
chunk of stress.
6. We prefer high attitude dogs (see picture to left) to take
of town and then
the guess work out of selecting dogs every day. The dog
follow the first dog
that looks like someone stole his stuffed bear emits a lot
truck that came by. By
less confidence than the one that appears to need Ritalin.
this stage of the race,
7.
Take everything but the kitchen sink. When you’re
½ our team was on
on the road for three weeks in the west you’ll see rain,
the injury list so we
blizzards, -25F and 65F (sometimes all in the same week.) If
were left with only 8
you think you won’t need it, you will. Strangest item in our
dogs for Kemmerer;
arsenal: an ice cream scooper!
something
we’ve
8. Altitude – if you’re a flatlander you need to come out at
since learned you
least 1 week in advance to acclimate the dogs; more
must avoid at all
is better. Your first training run will have you wishing you
came a month sooner as you’ll wonder if your dog’s will
costs. It was a brutal,
require oxygen tanks and as for yourself; just forget about
snowy day and when
ever catching your breath.

Here's what we've learned @ IPSSSDR
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Disclaimer: If you’re looking for a winning
strategy, we’ve not quite discovered that
yet, but we do know a guy with 6 Stage
Stop Championships that might be a good
resource. We consider ourselves more of a
resource on, “What not to do at Stage Stop”!
At this year’s race, we managed to follow
all of our tips except number five. Obviously,
this booty thing is a bone of contention with
us. I’m sure several teams feel the same way
because many teams seriously hurt feet on
stage one and the race quickly became about
who could manage their teams through
sore feet. It was a nail biter of a race with
the yellow bib switching hands between 5

Pages 5-6 (previous spread): Bruce Magnusson and team with Teton Mountains behind him
in Stage 3 of the IPSSSDR in 2015's new stage
in Driggs, ID.
Left: Monica holds onto lead dog, Penny, at
start of Stage 2 in Alpine, WY, 2015.
Below: Bruce and Monica with lead dogs Pakwa and Fala at Stage 3 in West Yellowstone,
MT, 2015.

PHOTOS

different mushers; which
has never been seen
before in the history
of the race. Having
witnessed several Stage
Stops where the yellow
bib seemed to stay in
the same dog truck the
entire race I can attest
that this was a heck of
a lot more fun to see.
After racing 360 miles
in every imaginable type
of weather from rain to
snow to a heat wave it
was exciting to see that
overall times were only
separated by minutes;
which speaks volumes to
the level of competition

Bottom of page: Monica offers Bruce a highfive for the trail at the beginning of Stage 3 in
West Yellowstone, MT, 2014.

this year.
If you haven’t put this race on your
priority list, I highly recommend you do
so. Unless you take issue with running
dogs in some of the most gorgeous
scenery, working with some of the best
vets in the business, having guaranteed
snow, advancing your mushing skills,
making new friends or running against
some of the best sportsmen and
competitors we’ve come to know. If you
can’t manage the time commitment,
consider trying the new two day 8-dog
stage race. We hope to see many more of
you on the trail next year! •

mushing magazine
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interview

exclusive

PETE KAISER
King of the Kuskokwim
Pete Kaiser, from Bethel, Alaska, has an impressive racing record with multiple
top finishes in the top racing venues for distance. This year was no different as
he finished 14th in Iditarod and won the Kuskokwim 300 in his hometown. We
caught up with him post-season to talk about training, his time in the sport, the
challenges of running a race kennel from rural Alaska, and of course, dogs.
Enjoy- JW

JW:

Thanks for taking the time
to do this interview and
congratulations on your Kusko win this year.
It has to be pretty special to win in your
hometown.
Yeah, it was pretty cool. I’ve been
watching and following it since I
was a little kid, my dad ran it in the 1980s.

PK:

JW:
PK:

You are the first local team in
thirty years to win it?
Well, I’m the first local to win it who
was born here. Myron Angstman
was the other, but he wasn’t born here. So 29
or 30 years since a local has won it.

JW:
PK:

I saw some pictures that were
posted on the web of the jumbled
river ice, how did the trail end up turning out?
You know, there usually is some
issue with our trail and/or weather.
So, like normal, there was issues leading up to
the beginning of the race. Yeah, there was a bad
section of ice from a break up that happened
in October or November that refroze terribly.
They were able to take a dozer through there,
a week leading up to the beginning of the race,
and make it passable. It was still mostly an ice
race. We got a little bit of snow during the race.
It turned out to be pretty good, I think your
average person would’ve thought it was a
terrible trail but anybody who has been to the
Kusko before, said it wasn’t bad.

JW:

Since most of the race is on the
river, it is pretty flat and fast,
and can be harder on dogs. Is there a way you
prepped your team for those conditions?

8
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PK:

Yeah, I think it is hard to get a
team ready for Kusko where they
can compete and come off of it well. I think it
is a combination of not only the distance, the
rest, the speed, but also the time of the year. I
think if the Kusko were after the Iditarod, say
around the [Kobuk] 440 time, it wouldn’t be
nearly that difficult of a race. You can’t really
miss a beat in training, if you want your team
to compete and come off it healthy for the
next race.

JW:

I was talking to a friend of mine
and he said that you think it is
important to have your dogs miled up pretty
early for Kusko. Is that what you did this
year?
Yeah, I got pretty good training
on them. I went to Nenana on
November 15th and was able to stay and
train there for two months until right before
Kusko. That allowed me to keep the training
consistent.
It is interesting, I have seen a trend where
teams can go to the Kusko and not have a
super performance and go to Iditarod and do
really well. That shows how hard it is to get a
team ready for Kusko.

PK:

JW:
PK:

To reverse that trend a bit, can
top teams in Kusko go on to do
well in Iditarod?
Yeah, it is not that the winning
Kusko team goes on to win
Iditarod; though, a lot of the top teams in
Kusko do well in Iditarod. I think that is the
case because a lot of the top teams in Iditarod
are the teams who are coming to the Kusko.
So I don’t know if it is because the teams
do well in Iditarod because of the Kusko or
because the best competition in Iditarod is
coming to the Kusko.

JW:

Yeah, you have to be pretty
serious to want to make that trip
out there… Did you have many long runs on
your team before Kusko?
I don’t know what you mean by
long runs but I had 70 and 80 mile
runs and a few longer than that. I think my
training was more consistent than anything.

PK:

the long haul:

JW:

To talk about training in
Nenana, in sprint racing, many
people believe that if you train on your home
trails your team won’t do as well on those
trails because they will be a little flat. Do
you think training in Nenana helped you in
Kusko, not training at home?
Well, it definitely did this year
because we didn’t have any snow at
home. I literally could have only put a fraction
of the miles on the dogs as I did in Nenana. If
you are comparing it to a year where I could
have put similar miles on in Bethel, I don’t
know. I think there’s an advantage, maybe late
in the race, where the dogs know where they
are in the last 50 or 100 miles because they
know they are going home. This year, I had no
option. I don’t know if it is an advantage or a
disadvantage.

PK:

JW:
PK:

While training in Nenana, was
there a time where you wanted
to be back home in Bethel?
Oh yeah. I’ve had to pack up and
go for three years now. I’m getting
tired of it. It is a lot more difficult when you
have to load up 25 dogs and get on a jet, drive
500 miles in a truck, just to be able to train.
When you are there, it is too expensive to
travel back and forth.
The year before, I was in Nenana for three
months, and the year before that, I was in
Aniak for over a month because they had
better snow than we did. There are a lot of
regions in the state, where training has gone
to crap, and we are leading the way in that
division.

JW:

That brings up an interesting
point: I think it is safe to say
that most of our readers, are not aware of
the logistics of operating a kennel in rural
Alaska.
The two biggest logistics are getting
here and getting out of here. There
are no roads in and out, so when we don’t
have a good winter, I can’t get in a truck and
find better trails. Boat, snow machine or dog
team are our main sources of transportation.
So when we don’t have snow in the winter, it
really limits what we can do.
If we have a bad winter and I can’t put the

PK:

miles on the dogs, I need to get out of here.
That means getting on a jet for 500 miles
to Anchorage and that is your access to the
road system and hopefully better training.
On the other side of that, since there are no
roads, everything has to be flown or barged in
and out of here. To put dog food on a regular
commercial cargo plane, you are paying
almost a dollar per lb.

JW:
PK:

Wow.
If you order beef for a dollar/lb,
and you order a thousand lbs of
beef, then it will cost you $1,000 to just get it
out here. So you are paying double just to get
it out here.
I’ve been fortunate to have good sponsors to
help me with things like that. We don’t have
feed stores so when you can go to a Cold Spot
Feeds or Underdog Feeds, it makes it much
easier. I did enjoy that when I was in Nenana.

JW:

About village mushing, during
Iditarod, I saw a story that said
mushing in villages is a flickering flame, do
you think your success will encourage more
local participation?
Well, it is such an expensive sport,
so I encourage people who are truly
interested to do it (laughs). But I definitely
am not encouraging people, who are not
interested, to do it.
I don’t see anything changing, as far as
costs go, it is difficult to maintain a kennel
out here. I hope there will be a steady, maybe
not increase, but have a young musher come
up every now and again, that would be great.
It is hard to see a big resurgence, unless
something dramatic happens with the way we
have transportation out here.

PK:

JW:

It seems like your whole village
comes behind the race, I wasn’t
sure, since there is that mentality, that it
might encourage people to do it.
It has worked for me, Mike
Williams, Jr., and Richie Diehl. We
all have families who have been involved in
dogs and the K300. The Kusko inspired all of
us to get into dogs. run the Kusko and run the

PK:

Continued on page 23

Pete's meat travels nearly 4,000 miles
before it ends up in a dog bowl.

~3,500 mi/ 5600 km

400 mi/650 km
mushing magazine
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vet check

Striking & clipping
by Dawn Brown, DVM
photo by Rose Hewitt

T

hese terms refer to a dog that has a tendency to strike his feet or legs
together repeatedly while running. The evidence of this is often not
apparent until the hair has been worn away significantly; at this point you
may notice some blood after a run on the leg or legs that are involved if the skin
becomes abraded.
This is a multifactorial problem; some of the solutions are simple and some not
so much. There are dogs that only do it when bootied, only do it on one side of the
towline, and only at certain speeds.
In most cases, the abrasions manifest on the hind limb involved (rather than
the forelimb), typically on the inside of the hock or the base of the inside toe.
The dog may be striking on the outside of the front leg on the same side; rarely,
they will hit the opposite leg on the inside. Forelimb abrasions occasionally are
present; sometimes swelling of the area in contact can be seen.
It would seem logical that rough-gaited dogs would be more prone this
problem, but that has not been my experience. I think dogs that crab or move
asymmetrically are a little over-represented, but I frequently see clipping in dogs
10 march/april
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that are considered smooth-gaited. The gallop
or double suspension gallop is not a perfectly
symmetrical gait, and the tandem towline set
up used by dog drivers also puts forces on the
dog that disrupt symmetry as well.
Possible causes include: poor movement
at certain speeds, harness style, harness fit,
pain or injury to the back. Injury affected any
of the limbs can of course contribute to the
problem, but these dogs will often display
lameness. Back pain almost never produces
a gait change that can easily be detected by
the musher.
Any time you have an abnormality, such
as this, your priority is to rule out pain or
lameness and correct those problems first.
For back problems, careful palpation of the
spine, the muscles supporting the spine,
and the pelvis can show evidence of pain.
Radiographs (x-rays) may be indicated as a
fairly large percentage of striking dogs have
evidence of osteoarthritis at the lumbosacral
joint.
Some simple solutions that may help is
changing the dog’s position in the team;
change right to left, or move the dog out
of wheel or back in to the team. Different
harness styles may make a huge difference
in some dogs- trying an H-back, or an X-back

with a different fit, or a “half” harness, may
stop the problem as well. Some harnesses ride
up in a dog’s armpit, begin to chafe, and the
dog has to either tilt his/her spine or continue
to wear the skin off in a sensitive place. If the
dog is training in boots, take them off. Boots
may protect the abrasion from getting worse
but they rarely get to the root of the problem.
For sprint dogs, speed of travel, in particular
slow speeds, is often the culprit. I have watched
a lot of dogs develop abrasions at speeds of 16
to 18 mph or slower that straighten out and
stop striking when they are rolling along at
race speeds. After determining that such
dogs are not lame or sore I will take action
to protect them when their training schedule
necessitates
slow
running. For these
dogs, a booty on
the affected hind
foot may help for
dogs that strike low
on the base of the
toe, along with a
liberal application
of a lubricating
ointment
such
ALL NATURAL DOG TREATS
as
Aquaphor,
MADE IN ALASKA
petroleum jelly, etc.

For dogs that strike up by the hock, a liberal
application of lubricant will help lubricate
the affected area to minimize abrasion, but
it is difficult to tape or wrap these areas
without compressing the “Achilles tendon”
(gastrocnemius tendon), something you
definitely want to avoid. If a dog develops a
seroma (soft fluid swelling under the skin), it
is best to first obtain a diagnoses to be sure
that is not something more serious such as
abscess, tumor, etc. If a seroma is confirmed,
the swelling itself is best left alone to heal
itself. Repeated drainage or taping these
areas during your run often make them
worse; cold compresses after a run can help
minimize them. •

RUBY SNACKS DOG BISCUITS
REINDEER * SOCKEYE PARSLEY * PEANUT BUTTER
PUMPKIN * BLUEBERRY MINT * CARROT
wheat free, corn free, local ingredients

rubysnacks@yahoo.com
www.etsy.com/shop/RubySnacks
wholesale pricing available

AVANOW
IN A ILABL
LAS E
KA!
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interview

exclusive

Thomas Wærner

Iditarod Rookie of the Year
We had the chance
to interview
Thomas the day
before the Iditarod
restart in Fairbanks.
We discussed his
partnership with
Robert Sørlie,
the logistics
of traveling
from Norway
to compete, his
transition from
sprint to distance
racing, and much
more! -JW

photo by John Nunnes

JW:
TW:

If I am correct, you have a partnership with Robert
Sorlie (two-time Iditarod champion also from
Norway), can you describe it and how it came about?
One thing is sponsors, if you want to get
sponsorships, it is easier to sponsor a team [of
mushers] and that has helped raise money to get to Alaska. Also,
you have more people racing so there is more things happening
on the Facebook page, and it creates more activity for the
sponsors. So it is more important for sponsorships to be a team.
Of course, with the dogs, you pick the best of the two kennels
when you go racing.

JW:

So you still keep the kennels separate?

12 march/april
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TW:

Yes we keep them separate. This year, though, we
have been training together- Robert, Birgitte and I.
Robert has been training at my place, since October because we
had snow early (laughs).

JW:
TW:

Last time the trail went from Fairbanks to Nome,
Robert won it. Do you see your partnership with
Robert an advantage?
Well, I have read Robert’s book a couple of times,
now. So that has been helpful because I was able
to see what he was thinking and how he was doing it. When
you are putting together a plan for a race, it is good to have an
experienced musher like Robert to help you and guide you so you
can do it the right way.
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JW:

Since the trail switched from
Anchorage
to
Fairbanks,
obviously there are many logistical changes.
Have you had time to adapt to the change?
Or was most of your training out of the way?
You know, it is not that much
different. You just have to change
your schedule for where you’re going to rest,
etc. All the stuff has been shipped out already.
I think it will be a different race since it is
on the river from the start and there will be
other things you have to deal with, but it is a
long race so it is not that much different.

TW:

JW:
TW:

When you came over for sprint
races, did they still use the
pallets for dog transportation?
Yeah, they still used the pallets.
So that was really easy. This
works pretty good, now, you have to have
more people to lower costs, which takes more
organizing, but in a good way.

JW:
TW:

It sounds like you have quite the
support crew, right?
Yeah, we have some people here.
Some on snowmachines, they

are good.

JW:

Last year, you had the chance to
snowmachine the Iditarod trail
during the race. After seeing it, did you go
back to Norway with a different approach to
training for the Iditarod?
Well, you know, I have my own
style but after seeing the trail,
I am still a rookie, but not a green rookie
because I have seen much of the trail and
where I’m going to go. Now when people talk
about Galena, I know where that is. So I’ve
been there and done it; though, it will be a bit
different by dog team.

TW:

JW:
TW:

(laughs) So when you said you
have your own style, what is it?
Robert has his way of racing,
he likes to be up in lead and
control the race and that has been what he’s
been winning on. My style is to be a bit more
conservative at the beginning and hold back,
then get the team in the right mode and start
going.

JW:
TW:

Last time you came to Alaska,
you ran the Rondy and placed
really well- fourth or fifth?
Yeah, I think fifth.

JW:

And now you are fielding a
competitive
distance
team,
where you have won the Finnmarksløpet.
Was that a hard transition?
You know, all the dogs we used to
have, the sprint dogs, the hounds,
they were working too hard. They were good

TW:

but has your sprint background given you an
edge at all?
When I went from sprint to
distance, I was looking at
Robert and all the other mushers and tried
to adjust into what they were doing. A lot of
the thinking in distance had the same way

TW:

“My style is to be a bit more
conservative at the beginning and hold
back, then get the team in the right
mode and start going.”
in fair weather, but when it got soft or hard
going, they got tired or stiff. Something would
happen. It is not like you have a closed race
track in sprint mushing, where you want to
have no stops and nothing happening and you
can run through it. In long distance, there is
lots of things happening all the time that you
have to deal with. You know, weather, cold, a
storm coming, many things you have to think
about.

of thinking of breeding dogs and training
dogs. I always liked to train a lot in sprint
and I train really a lot in distance. But also if
you make the team go the right speed, like in
Rondy, where if you go too fast in Rondy, then
you will have problems on the third day. So
some of the racing is the same. The training is
different, like when Robert is training heavy
right now, 160 lbs in the sled every training
run, I never did that in sprint.

JW:
TW:

JW:

It sounds like you are alluding to
a larger human factor.
Yeah, if you are not able to
handle less sleep, then you will
have a problem in distance. It takes a lot out of
you, when you don’t sleep. That was the worst
thing I had trouble with. In sprint, it is about
the small details. You don’t want anything to
happen, but in long distance, you have to back
off a bit. You have to think that you are on a
long trip and how can you get the dogs to the
finish line in a good way. I had problems when
I would calculate how long this would take,
and when the trail was bad, it would take two
or three hours more and that was hard to
handle. I had some rough races (laughs).

JW:
TW:

Yeah?
Yeah, really rough. I was
thinking, how can I get to the
next checkpoint, and I didn’t think it was
possible because the team was collapsing. So
you have to learn to relax, take your time and
go.

JW:

It sounds like you had a rough
transition coming into distance,

You touched on this earlier, I
was looking at pedigrees behind
Arleigh’s dogs and Egil’s dogs, are any of
your sprint lines in the dogs you have now?
We did cross that, but we are
getting more husky-type now.
But I have a lot of dogs with my sprint lines
in the background. When we switched over 10
or 12 years ago, we bred away from the sprint
lines, but the lines are still there in the dogs.

TW:
JW:
TW:

What husky lines are you using?
I bought some dogs from Ramy
Brooks, two of them. The one
female I bought, is actually the mother to 22
dogs in our kennel. I bought the male and
have a couple of dogs out of him. That’s one
line. Egil bought a dog Mons from me. I have
Pia and I bred her to him after and that is
a sprint line I have. So that is my old sprint
lines and the Ramy Brooks lines. I also bred
to long distance dogs in Norway, like Robert’s
lines, so that’s what I bred into those sprint
lines.

Continued on page 27
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THE BEST OF THE QUEST
our favorite shots from the Yukon's toughest race

Clockwise from above:
Dave Dalton heads down Eagle Summit towards
checkpoint Mile 101, AK. / Scott Chesney
Scarlett and Lang, dogs in Brian Wilmshursts'
team, at the start line in Whitehorse, YT. / Scott
Chesney
Kristen Knight Pace's team leaves the final checkpoint in Two Rivers, AK. / Julien Schroder
Brian Wilmshurst leaves Circle, AK. / Julien
Schroder
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MORE QUEST MOMENTS
Clockwise from top left:
+ Brian Wilmshurst crosses jumble ice on the Yukon River, beneath the Klondike Highway
before Carmacks, YT. / Scott Chesney
+ Red lantern winner, Rob Cooke, with lead dogs at the finish line in Fairbanks, AK. / Scott
Chesney
+ Ryne Olson repairs her sled in Pelly Crossing, YT. / Scott Chesney
+ Brent Sass' team on the Yukon River between Eagle, AK and Circle, AK. / Julien Schroder
+ A frosty Torsten Kohnert in Dawson City, YT. / Scott Chesney
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Kusko 300
crown returns
to Bethel
by Jillian Rogers

B

ethel's Pete Kaiser skidded across the Kuskokwim
300 finish line, in the early morning hours of Jan. 18
in Bethel, and was greeted by throngs of hometown
fans and family. Not since 1986 has a musher from the
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta won the notoriously difficult and
delightfully lucrative 300-mile affair.
Along with $25,000 for first place, Kaiser, 27, nabbed a couple
of other firsts for winning. He is the first Bethel-born musher to
win the race and he is the first to win the YK Delta's triple crown —
the Akiak Dash, the Bogus Creek 150, and the K300.
At the finish line, Kaiser praised the support from family and
friends. “This win has been a long time coming,” he said.
"I'm kind of in shock," he told reporters soon after crossing the
finish line. "It's something I've been dreaming about since I was a little
kid ..."
Kaiser beat out last year's champ, Rohn Buser of Big Lake, by just
over 13 minutes after passing him before the last checkpoint. Denali's
Jeff King was third, coming in 27 minutes after the winner.
This year's event drew plenty of big
names including King, Martin
Buser, and Lance Mackey — all fourtime Iditarod champs — John Baker,
Rohn Buser, who won last year and
the year before, Brent Sass — who
went on to win the Yukon Quest —
Cim Smyth, Ken Anderson and Dee
Dee Jonrowe.
The total purse was raised to
$123,000 with all mushers getting a
pretty nice payday. Organizers of the
remote race sweetened the pot even
more this year by offering free entry, a savings of $400 for the often
cash-strapped racers.
Two Arctic mushers tackled the state's richest race — Kotzebue's
John Baker finished in ninth spot while Chuck Schaeffer made it
halfway before deciding to scratch in Aniak for the sake of his team's
health.
Baker, who has finished 13 Kusko 300s (with a victory in 2010),
wishes he had finished a little higher, but overall was pleased with his

K300 champion, Pete Kaiser, with lead dogs Rosie and Palmer at
the finish line.
Courtesy Kaiser Racing Kennel - www.kaiserracing.com. Photo by John Wallace.

team's performance. He credited the race organization for making the
trail passable.
"My dogs ran faster in this race than they do in training," Baker said
the Monday after the race, as he was getting ready to depart Bethel for
Kotzebue. "I'm really proud of them. The trails were not expected to
be very good, but once
again, the committee here
in Bethel was able to put
together a safe and good
trail."
Baker, an Inupiat
from the Northwest
Arctic and 2011 Iditarod
champion, added that
he was completely
satisfied with his race
and was happy that,
-Pete Kaiser
if it wasn't him, it was
Kaiser who took the title.
"It made me feel good when Pete won the
race," Baker said of Kaiser's win. "This area has always really pushed
for local involvement and it's come full circle to have their work pay
off and have a local young person win. On top of that, everybody in
this area can be proud of Pete and realize that even living in Bethel or
the surrounding area, you can work hard and be successful like Pete."
Heavy equipment was used a few days before the race to clear
jumble ice off the river and make a path for teams. And while racers
expected the worst, the trail was actually pretty good considering all
the warm weather and rain the region had recently received.
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"Personally, we're really proud," said race
manager Zach Fansler prior to the race.
"We're really excited about the purse and the
numbers that we have now."
The 2015 K300 marked the 36th race and
started on Jan. 16, and was the best turnout
since 1994.
There were still slippery spots along the
route, however, which were the start of a
series of minor issues that cumulated into
Schaeffer's decision to scratch. Schaeffer
dropped a two-year-old part way through
the first half of the race after it slipped and
injured its shoulder. He loaded the dog in his
homemade sled and dropped it at the Tulusak
checkpoint. On his way to the halfway
turnaround at Aniak, after dropping another
dog in Kalskag, Schaeffer saw that the hard,
icy trail was starting to take its toll on his
bigger dogs. And rather than risk serious
shoulder issues, which can knock a dog out
of contention for the race season and beyond,
he erred on the side of caution and scratched
halfway through.
"It's not too bad of a disappointment,"
Schaeffer said from Bethel on Monday. "I
wasn't sure if I would have had five dogs to
make it to Bethel, but that's the way it goes."
The experience wasn't a loss, he said. The
dogs got more race experience under their
harnesses in preparation for the upcoming
Iditarod.
"This doesn't change anything. Things
happen and we just keep moving forward."
For Willow’s Dee Dee Jonrowe, a perennial
Iditarod contender and fan favorite, this year’s
Kusko meant her first-ever Red Lantern.
“Feel kind of humbled by my first red
lantern in my hometown of Bethel,” Jonrowe
wrote on her Facebook page after the race. “I
have to remember the object of this race for
me was to test and find the dogs that were
ready to join my A team. It was worth every
mile for the beauty of seeing my dogs working
together in some of God's most unpredictable
county. These are wonderful people. They

make me feel loved.”
Several of the teams in this year's K300
will be in contention for an Iditarod victory,
including Kaiser's. But for now, he's still
basking in the glow of hometown hero status.
"It's (been) a long, dry spell for local
mushers winning this and it's cool to see it
come around again," Kaiser said at the finish
line. When asked by a reporter what he, Rohn
Buser and Jeff King talked about at the last
checkpoint, Kaiser joked:
"I told them they'd be the YK Delta's most
wanted if they beat me here."
Jillian Rogers is a freelance writer and
musher living in Homer, Alaska.

2015 Kuskokwim 300 results
1. Peter Kaiser
2. Rohn Buser
3. Jeff King
4. Tony Browning
5. Ken Anderson
6. Martin Buser
7. Brent Sass
8. Cim Smyth
9. John Baker
10. Aaron Burmeister
11. Mike Williams, Jr.
12. Paul Gebhardt
13. Richie Diehl
14. Lance Mackey
15. Pato Geron
16. Raelyn Shover
17. Mike Williams, Sr.
18. Scott Janssen
19. Rolland Trowbridge
20. Kristin Bacon — Humanitarian
Award
21. Tara Cicatello
22. Dee Dee Jonrowe — Red Lantern
Scratched: Chuck Schaeffer, Nathan
Underwood and Isaac Underwood

Adanac Sleds & Equipment
www.adanacsleds.com 406-881-2909

Your ONE-STOP for quality, affordable, and innovative
dog sled equipment, sleds, skijoring, bikejoring,
canicross and scootering products.

35 years of trustworthy service.
Our ZIMA x-back harness is the original for over
50 years—often copied, never duplicated. View our
updated website for this season’s hottest products.

find us on facebook
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GCI Open North American
Championship celebrates 70th year
by Jacob Witkop

ONAC 2015 reflected new energy from resurging Alaska Dog
Mushers Association (ADMA).

I

n celebration of the 70th anniversary of the North American,
the purse was guaranteed at $40,000. This well exceeded the
$15,000 purse of the last 12 years.
The 25-team pool (another milestone of the 2000’s) boasted teams
from Alaska, New Hampshire, Germany, South Korea, and Canada.
This included 6 Alaskan Native teams, five of which took advantage
of the ADMA Village Musher Program that waived entry fees for rural
teams. One of the benefactors of this program was this year’s fan
20 march/april
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favorite, Joe Bifelt, from Huslia, AK, grandson of the late George Attla
and a product of the Frank Attla Youth Program. Each day, his start
and finish was celebrated by cheers from hundreds of fans who lined
the starting chute of the Jeff Studert Race Grounds (race was moved
from downtown due to the unusually warm winter). The passing of
George Attla was observed with honorary bib #1.
Missing from this year’s line-up were multiple top-3 contenders:
Egil Ellis, Arleigh Reynolds and Ken Chezik. Ellis, who holds the most
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photo by Rose Hewitt
North American victories, moved back to
Sweden and is racing there. Defending twotime champion Reynolds, retired after backto-back winning seasons in 2013 and 2014;
however, his team raced with Erik Renneberg.
Lastly, future hopeful Ken Chezik, was
sidelined due to poor training conditions.
The Streeper family returned to Alaska
after a 6-year hiatus to claim 1st and 6th
place. This was Buddy’s third Open North
American title.
Day 1: 33F at race start. 20.8 miles. Warm
temperatures changed driver’s strategies to
more conservative. This generally was a good

idea because the teams who set a blistering
pace early, paid for it later on. Also, there was
a trend of slower times as the teams left the
chute because the trail began to break apart.
Race organizers deemed the golf course
section of trail to be unsafe for dogs after day
1 and this section was nixed from day 2 and
day 3.
Mark Hartum, bib #2, won the day’s heat
by 32 seconds over Buddy Streeper. Both
Mark and Buddy’s teams looked great at the
finish.
Day 2: 31F at race start. 19.8 miles. In the
past few years, the cummulative leader after

day 2 has gone on to win the race; while teams
who raced a bit fast on day 1, start to fade.
Buddy Streeper, put himself in the driver’s
seat after maintaining a small lead early, then
put 2 or more minutes on his competition in
the last 4 miles. John Erhart had the second
fastest day time, but John had to drop his
main leader for day three after a bad pass.
Michael Tetzner, who dominated the 8-, 10dog, and short open this year in Alaska, had
two rough days (loaded a dog each day) and
was the only scratch of the weekend.
Day 3: 25F and was overcast until first

Continued on page 22
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It Takes a Great Team
to Win These Races:

Caribou Creek Gold...
At every distance, during all life
stages, nutritionally
supporting great dogs.

2006 Iditarod • WIN
2006 Kusko 300 • WIN
2005 Kobuk 440 • WIN
2006 Diavik 150 • WIN
2005 Wyoming Stage Stop • WIN
2006 Limited North American • WIN
2006 Black Gold Run • WIN
and more...

Advertising in Mushing
Magazine is cost effective
and works.
Reach dog owners and outdoor recreation
enthusiasts across the world.

ONAC cont'd from page 21
team left. 27.5 mi. Teams left in reverse start
order, and as expected, the finishers were a
shuffled mix of bibs. Unlike years past, the
30-mile extension held up for all 24 teams.
Buddy Streeper posted the fastest day
time on day 2 and 3, most of his time was
made up on his competitors in the last three
miles, enroute to his third North American
Championship.
Erik Renneberg (running Arleigh Reynold’s
team) finished second overall earning Rookie
of the Year. Erik started the weekend with a
small, but talented, pool of 13 dogs and ran

the last day with 9.
Gary Markley moved to the third spot on the
podium after a tremendous race
where he successfully managed a
small dog team (started with 12
on day one).
Sportsmanship Award was
presented to Joe Bifelt.
The trend of smaller open
teams continues. Ed Clifford
started with 9 and finished with
6. Mari Hoe-Raitto started with
ten and finished with 8.

2015 ONAC Final Results
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Buddy Streeper
Erik Renneberg
Gary Markley
Jason Dunlap
John Erhart
Lina Gladh
Mark Hartum
Ricky Taylor
Emilie Entrikin
Bill Kornmuller
Jeff Conn
Ed Clifford

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Marvin Kokrine
James Wheeler
Mari Hoe-Raitto
Don Cousins
Charlie Jordan
Tommy Bird
Joe Bifelt
Mike Fields
Nikki Seo
Eddie Dayton
Jack Berry
Josh Cadzow

During this year's race, several connections were made to the North
American of 1965, 50 years ago.
 Ed Clifford and girlfriend
Danae Bryar traveled from New
Hampshire to race and celebrate the
50th anniversary of Danae's father,
Keith Bryar's 1965 North American
victory. They added one more thing
to celebrate to the list when Clifford
proposed to Bryar at the finish
banquet.

Crowd favorite, Joe Bifelt, of Huslia, during day 3 of ONAC.
photo by Casey Thompson
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 Joe Bifelt talked about the story
of his uncle Alfred (George Attla’s
brother), coming in third place

with 6 dogs on the last day of the
1965 race. During his speech at the
ONAC banquet, Joe brought up the
race because Alfred said he ran the
entire way.

 Joee Redington, Jr, who had
8 dogs in Gary Markley’s team,
reminisced on the 1965 race and
said it was warm that year, around
50 degrees and water pooled in the
starting chute. Joee finished in
fourth place that year.
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Pete Kaiser interview cont'd from page 9
Iditarod.
It is the only way the sport will keep going,
is if young mushers continue to get into it and
put the work into it.

his team and he had already bred them once
or twice. Those were the two, along with the
spayed female, that I picked out of the 20 that
were for sale from his main team. I bought
Dollar and Shannon with the intention of
building a kennel around them.

JW:
PK:

JW:
PK:

JW:

JW:
PK:
JW:
PK:

Since you grew up in the sport,
was that on the distance side of
things, or sprint?
He [Pete’s father] did a lot of local
sprinting, but he ran three Kusko’s
in the 1980s. He never ran Iditarod, but ran
the three Kusko’s and many local sprint races
here, in the villages, and the region.
I saw that you were featured
in an advertisement that raises
awareness for suicide prevention in Alaskan
villages… has your Kusko win made you a bit
of a role model in your community, or does
that go before that?
The win did help gain some
notoriety, but we’ve been working
on suicide prevention for a few years. That
commercial worked out really well because
they were planning on airing it at that time
anyways. Since it went out around the same
time as my Kusko win, it really helped it get
more attention and bring that to light.

PK:

So Dollar and Shannon are the
foundation of your breeding

program?

Yeah, almost my whole yard is
out of them. I have 45 dogs right
now and 18 are out of Dollar and 13 out of
Shannon.
Are they still running in your
main team?
No, they are both retired. Shannon
ran two Iditarods with me.

So what are the qualities that
you like out of those two?
Genetics? Good feet? Good eaters?
When I bought them, I knew Jeff
bred them and had seen something
in them. So obviously, it was worth me trying.
When I bought them, the pups weren’t proven
yet, they were just yearlings. But if they were
good enough for Jeff, they were good enough

To check out the suicide prevention PSA featuring Kaiser, go to
kaiserracing.com/2015/02/mushing-the-message-2015/

out of Dollar, and one was from Judy Currier.

JW:
PK:

Do you have any lines from Ed
[Iten] or Bethel in your yard?
No, not really. When I started I
bred a few different lines and some
didn’t work out. I don’t have a big yard so I’m
not doing a bunch of breedings every yearabout one or two. What I have is working and
I will stick to it for now.

JW:
PK:

How many do you have bred up
this year?
Two right now and I will breed
Shannon again because we are
getting into her last couple years of breeding.

JW:
PK:

You have an extensive webpage,
is that how you gain traction
with followers and supporters?
That has been a big hit for fans. I
don’t have that much involvement
because I have been fortunate enough to have
a friend in Bethel who is a web guy. I was at a
fundraiser in 2010 and he came up to me and
said, “Hey look, I would like to start a webpage
for you." He has been involved in the K300 for
many years, and knows dog mushing. So he
loves blogging about it. He even goes to Nome
and the ceremonial start. That is all out of the
kindness of his heart.

JW:
PK:

Okay, so before I let you go, what
are your race plans for next

year?

JW:

Now, about your dogs, you have
a long history with Ed Iten, you
bought several from Jeff King, and bought
out Judy Currier.
In 2010, when Jeff was selling his
main team, I bought three females.
Then I bought Judy’s last year; though, I
had been leasing some of them since 2012. I
leased a couple for Iditarod in 2012 and 5 for
the next season. I really liked her dogs, and
the opportunity came about last December
when she was going to sell her main team.
As far as Ed goes, he stayed with a family
friend when he came out here for the Kusko. I
was able to hang out with him, pick his brain
and I spent some time at his place in Kotzebue
and we talk on the phone often.

PK:

JW:
PK:

Who were the three females you
bought from Jeff King?
The two of note are Dollar and
Shannon, the other female is
spayed. They were two important dogs on

for me.
Shannon is tireless. She is one of those
dogs that wouldn’t have a single run on her
in December, and she could do a 50 mile run
without even panting, she was speedy. She
wasn’t much of a leader.
Dollar was a better leader. She led me to a
fifth place finish in Iditarod in 2012. She was
also my leader in the eighth place team in
2011. So she led me to Nome from 20112014. Though she was a good leader,
Shannon seems to be throwing a higher
percentage of good dogs.

Most likely the same as last year. I
will be trying to get set up better
for bad winters here. Maybe I will go buy a
place where I can train all fall through the
winter.
Thanks Pete and have a good
one.

JW:
PK:

You too. •

Pete with girlfriend Bethany Hoffman, and son Ari.
Courtesy Kaiser Racing Kennel - Photo by John Wallace.

JW:
PK:
JW:
PK:

Is Shannon out of Salem?
Yes, they are both out of
Salem.
Were your leaders this
year out of Shannon and

Dollar?

As far as my main leaders go,
one is out of Shannon, one is
mushing magazine
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So just what
is the historic
precedent for
mushing in
extreme cold?

[

A frosty Ryne Olson endures the brutal cold of the 2015 Yukon Quest.
photo by Julien Schroeder

]

Following a frigid tradition
by Tom Walker

T

he start of the 2015 Yukon Quest sled dog race from Whitehorse
to Fairbanks was marked by bitter cold, from -40F to -50F,
maybe colder. Challenging conditions for both people and dogs.
A few armchair “experts” called for a weather delay until conditions
moderated. Others derided such a notion and said the Quest was
known for extreme conditions and supposed to recreate the trials of
the Gold Rush-era pioneers.
So just what is the historic precedent for mushing in extreme cold?
One need look no further than the history of pioneer dog team mailcarriers.
For private freighters or independent travelers, when to go, or not
go, was often determined by the situation. Emergencies required
action despite the weather; non-critical journeys could be put off. Mail
carriers, depending on which side of the Yukon-Alaska border they
worked on, were bound by contract to adhere to certain schedules,
unalterable due to weather.
Government contracts detailed load sizes and schedules. Carriers
were required to keep a journal detailing each day’s travel, pace,
mileage, weather, and trail conditions. Many pioneer mail carriers
used teams of eight or fewer dogs because of the sometimes scarcity of
dog food or weight considerations. In a few instances, teams of up to
25 dogs pulled two huge, over-loaded freight sleds. A typical contract
paid $75 a month to make 13 trips a winter on a schedule of six days
on, one day off. The mail carrier provided his own dogs and sled.
Eventually, mail carriers garnered high status, legal trail right-ofway, and preferential treatment. Roadhouses provided them with the
best bunks, food, and animal care. Status, however, did not translate
into money.
For his efforts as a mail carrier out of Eagle and Tanana, Harry
Karstens, the famed Seventymile Kid, was paid $100 per month. To
earn it, he had to keep the schedule and turned back only in the face of
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the harshest conditions. Karstens ran one particularly tough section of
the trail “in three days averaging over forty miles a day.”
Rigid delivery schedules had to be met. Any delay was penalized.
Consequently carriers were forced to travel in any weather and
temperature. In the Yukon Territory, however, the government
prohibited commencement of travel—except in life-or-death
emergencies—when the temperature was -45°F, or lower. In contrast,
no such regulation curtailed travel on the Alaska side of the border.
Just to keep their schedules, and jobs, reluctant mail carriers were
forced out even at -65°, or colder. Old-timers had a saying: “travelling
at 50 below is alright as long as it’s all right.” One small mishap, one
broken item, one missing glove or mitten, one ill dog, could quickly
turn a situation lethal.
Clearly, only the stout hearted and resolute succeeded as mail
carriers. During one cold snap in 1902, on the trail to Tanacross, U.S.
Army Lieutenant Billy Mitchell allegedly found a mail carrier sitting
on his sled, frozen solid, a pile of wood in front of him and a match
between the man’s teeth and a matchbox between his knees.
Even experienced carriers fell victim to the strong cold. Judge
Wickersham told the story of a whole team—driver, dogs, and sled—
that fell through thin ice, the musher’s hat laying on the ice the only

“One small mishap, one
broken item, one missing glove
or mitten, one ill dog, could
quickly turn a situation lethal.”
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clue to the disaster.
“No hardier, braver, or more capable men
ever drove a stage across the American
plains…than these pioneer mail-carriers
of the Yukon,” Judge Wickersham said.
Episcopal Archdeacon Hudson Stuck, an
experienced winter traveler, derided the U.S.
Government for mandating travel in extreme
weather, describing postal authorities as
having neither “brain nor bowels.”
“So far as there is anything heroic about
the Alaskan trail the mail carriers are the real
heroes,” Stuck said.
Throughout his life of varied and storied
challenges, Harry Karstens considered
pioneer mail hauling as his most dangerous
undertaking. He knew that if he could survive
those perilous years, he could do anything.
“Ever since the winter of 1903–04,” Karstens
reminisced, “McGonagall and I figured we
were living on borrowed time ...”
Without much doubt, the Yukon Quest
does follow the pioneer tradition, matching
mushers and dogs against all that storied and
harsh northern winter can dish out.
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superdogs
thomas wӕrner
text & photos by Birgitte Næss Wærner
& Thomas Wærner

& birgitte nӕss wӕrner

THE MATRIARCH
OF BERSERK
KENNEL:

FORK ♀
Imported from Ramy Brooks
Races: 3x Finnmark, 1x Amundsen race, 3x Femund
She is the mother and grandmother of all the best dogs in our
kennel. She was a star from the moment she came to us. She is
now a retired old lady.

...and her super daugthers:
(plus one grandson)

KULA ♀

Hunter x Fork
Born: 2009
Siblings: Kitty, Kos, Kelly
Races: 2x Finnmark, 4x Femund, 2x Iditarod
This is the main leader of all the leaders. Super happy all the time.
Eats really well, and recovers quickly.
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KELLY ♀

Hunter x Fork
Born: 2009
Siblings: Kula, Kitty, Kos
Races: 2x Finnmark, 4x Femund, 2x Iditarod
She has a special bond to her owners. Also one of the best leaders in
our kennel. When we put her in front, she finishes in front.
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BRIS ♀

Fraction x Fork
Born: 2010
Races: 3x Finnmark, 3x Femund, Iditarod 2015
Bris loves a good cuddle. She is a beautiful runner.

ATILLA ♂

Atla x Kelly
Born: 2013
Atilla is a promising youngster. Was a reserve dog for 2015
Iditarod.

KOS ♀

Hunter x Fork
Born: 2009
Siblings: Kula, Kelly, Kitty
Races: 3x Finnmark, 4x Femund, 1x Iditarod
Works good in every position with the team, but is definitely one of the
best main leaders. Has a heart of gold, eats well and recovers quickly.

KITTY ♀

Hunter x Fork
Born: 2009
Siblings: Kula, Kos, Kelly
Races: 1x Femund
Kitty is a dog we have borrowed from retired musher Jon Flaa. She's got less
experience than her siblings.
mushing magazine
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GAMLA ♀

Bruno x Funny
Born: 2007
Races: 2x Finnmark, 6x Femund, 2x Iditarod
“Gamla” means old lady. She is our best leader when it
comes to speed, and also steering. She is good in
every way.

MAGGIE ♀
PIL ♂

Ezra x Frøy 2
Born: 2009
Races: 3x Finnmark, 4x Femund, Iditarod 2015
She is a dog Birgitte likes to put in front at the beginning of the
race. Starts out at a good speed. She is a happy dog.

Knite x Gamla
Born: 2010
Races: 3x Finnmark, 3x Femund, 1x Iditarod
Pil has a beautiful way of running. He is also one of the dogs we mainly
use in lead from the start of the races (in combination with Maggie). He
rests very well at checkpoints.

GINE ♀

Koyok x Peanut
Born: 2012
Races: 1x Femund, Finnmark 2015
Has a heart of gold. Works well with the team,
in every position.

SEXY ♀

Knite x Dina
Born: 2011
Races: 2x Finnmark, 3x Femund, 2x Iditarod
She know she's "sexy", and loves herself. Not so much the other dogs.
She has a big personality, and is a really good dog.
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worth a thousand words
the story behind this issue's cover photo
as told by Mike Ellis

I had ten dogs leaving Central and put my two most experienced leaders up front: 9-yearold Eliza, and her brother Wilson, for the trip over Eagle Summit. Wilson had been nursing
a tight shoulder for the entire race– he was never in pain– but he had difficulty stretching it
very far forward.
Despite some drifting since the last team had come through, my team charged up the long,
first part of the climb, getting to the steep section in great time and with no difficulty. We
turned into the headwall of the Summit and I just put my head down and ran alongside the
sled, with complete confidence. About halfway up the pitch, I felt some let up in the line and
looked up to see Wilson swerving back and forth where the trail was blown over, looking for
a way out, and dragging the entire team with him. Eliza was trying desperately to keep the
team headed straight up, but Wilson and gravity won out and the team spun a complete 180,
turning the sled and perching us on the edge of a disastrous slide back down where we’d come
from, right on the steepest part of the steepest hill in mushing.
Somehow, the brake and hooks I quickly set actually held. Not having many choices or
much time to rationally think about what to do, I hand-over-handed my way down the
gangline, putting faith in the dogs not pulling and the hooks not slipping. When I got to the
leaders, I took Wilson’s tug off and attached it with the swing dogs, giving me a single leader,
Eliza. Amazingly, I got the team turned back up the hill and got back down to the sled without
loosing any ground. “Alright, let’s go, straight ahead Eliza!”
She did her best, but in my rush I hadn’t given Wilson a neckline in swing, and he again
tried to turn the team to escape his discomfort going up the steep incline. This time I saw it
coming and stopped the team before he could get everything pointed back downhill. With
a quick addition of a neckline to my reluctant third swing dog, Eliza in lead was able to keep
him straight and we made it the rest of the way to the top with her in single lead.
The photos show (and I didn’t even know Julien was there taking pictures of us) me look
back over my shoulder in relief, then give the fist pump before stopping the team on top and
thanking Eliza. At the time, I was very sick with what ended up being pneumonia and I could
barely walk across flat ground without getting winded. My collapse on the summit was very
real– I was all used-up. I fell to the ground with Eliza, hugging her in complete admiration,
respect, and thanks, before getting the team back into regular formation for the descent to
Mile 101. I consider Eliza the most accomplished distance racing Siberian, EVER. She has
started 9 1000-milers and finished all 6 that I have. She was the main leader on the top four
fastest-ever times for a Siberian team in 1000-mile racing. The majority of my team is now
her kids and grandkids.

Ellis' lead dog, Eliza, takes a snowbath
at the top of the Yukon Quest's infamous
Eagle Summit. Photo by Julien Schroder
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